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English literature: Aspects of a Novel 

English literature: The Return to Nature 

Modifying adverbs / Gradable-Ungradable adjectives / CB, p. 65 

First memories – the earliest childhood memory / CB, p. 65 

‘The three most important parts of Bulgarian cultural heritage’. Writing 

 

XI б, в клас 

All your assignments send to Google Classroom or if there is some problem, to my e-

mail:nobi_yordanovaa@abv.bg. 

Write a review of a fim you really liked(120-180)words. 

Some extra exercises for  defining and non-defining relative clauses,definite indefinite and zero article. 

Unit 14-Happiness-reading and listening. 

Grammar- be used to 
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Златка Маринова 

 USED TO: indicates something that happened in 

the past, but doesn’t happen now. And DIDN’T 

USETO: indicates something that didn’t happen 

in the past 

‘used to + infinitive’ 

When I was a child, I used to go to school by bus.     

 

BE USED TO: it’s used when something is not 

new, unusual or strange for us. It is used in all 

tenses.  

I am used to getting up early. 

 

‘be/get used to + noun OR gerund 

 

GET USED TO: indicates the process of 

something becoming normal for us.  It is used in 

all tenses.  

Peter will get used to getting up early soon 

enough.   

Completewithused to, didn’t useto, be used to or 

get used to. 

1. When I was five, I ___used ________ to ___go__ 

to the cinema once a week.  (go) 

2. It took me a long time to _get used___ 

to ___wearing_________ glasses. (wear) 

3. I am the manager here and I _am used_ 

to _saying___ what people need to do.  (say) 

4.You might find it strange at first. But you __get 

used __________________ to it. 

5. Until recently, women _used to______  wear 

traditional clothes in this country. 

6. If you go to Britain, you’ll have to_get used_to 

_driving___  on the left. (drive) 

7. She __used to be_____ quite fit but she stopped 

going to the gym and has gained weight.  (be) 

8. He ______isn’t used to________ the weather 

here yet. He thinks it is very cold.  

9. I __used_____ to ___eat____ meat but then I 
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